
SUMMARY AND REVIEW: THE VERB BE 

1. THE VERB BE: Statements 

There be {not/ SUBJECT be {not/ NOUN I ADJECTIVE I PREPOSITONAL PHRASE 

This is a new clock. 
Those aren't rabbits. 
She 's a doctor. 
That woman isn't tall. 
The musician is from India. 

There's a drugstore on this street. 
There aren't any restaurants in this neighborhood. 
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TALKING IT OVER 
la. Describe the picture. Use sentences with be. Include there is I are, nouns, adjectives, and 

prepositional phrases. 

LEVEL A. Each· student says a sentence about the picture. The next student repeats his (her) 
sentence and says a new sentence. 

Examples: 
A: There's a magician in the street. 
B: There's a magician in the street. His hat is on his head. 
C: His hat is on his head. There are cats, flowers, a clock, and a rabbit around him. 

LEVEL B. Study the. picture for a short time. Then close your book. Each student says a sentence 
about the picture from memory. The next student repeats his (her) sentence and says a new 
sentence. 

SCENARIO: The Dream 
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2. THE VERB BE: YES-NO Questions And Short Answers 

be {not/ there SUBJECT NOUN I ADJECTIVE I PHRASE yes/no SUBJECT/there be (not/ 

Is n't that a cat? No, it 'snot. 
Are the flowers yellow? Yes, they are. 
Is the musician from India? Yes, he is. 
Is there a hotel in the picture? No, there is n't. 
Are n't there any books on the bench? No, there are n't. 

THE VERB BE: WH-Questions 

QUESTION WORD 

or PHRASE be {not/ there SUBJECT NOUN I ADJECTIVE I PHRASE 

Who is 
What is 
Where is there a tree? 
Why aren't there any restaurants 

WRITING IT DOWN 

2a. Write yes-no and wk-questions. A classmate answers the questions. 

LEVEL A. Study the picture in (la). Write questions about the details. 
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hungry? 
in the clothing store? 

in the picture? 

Close your book. Exchange papers with a partner. Write answers to the questions on 
the paper. Then look at the picture and check your answers. 

LEVEL B. Collect magazine pictures with many things in them. Each student gets one picture. 
(S)he writes questions about it. 

Exchange pictures and questions with a partner. Study the picture. Turn the picture over and 
answer the questions. Then look at the picture and check your answers. 

PUTTING IT TOGETHER 
2b. Work in pairs. Use the pictures on the next page. One student covers the pictures on 

the right with a piece of paper. The other covers the pictures on the left. 

One student describes the pictures on the left to his (her) partner. The partner asks 
questions about details and draws the pictures in the empty spaces on the right. 
Then the other student describes the pictures on the right to the first student. The 
first student asks questions and draws the pictures in the empty spaces on the left. 

Examples: 
A: There's a fat rabbit in the middle. 
B: Is he tall? 
A: No, he's very short. There's a tall hat on his head. 

8: What kind of hat is it? 
A: It's a magician's hat. 

Uncover the pictures. Compare your drawings to the original pictures. 
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2c. Work in pairs. Each student draws a simple picture and writes a description of it. 
{S)he doesn't show his (her) partner the picture but reads aloud the description. The 
partner draws it. Then they compare the pictures. 


